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Thank you for downloading this eBook. This manual is FREE and is available at
www.howtolearnmagick.com! If you are interested in magick and learning how to gain psychic and
magical powers I suggest you download the #1 book on magical training which you can get by clicking
this link!
Within this manual you will discover more modern methods of wisdom attained through magick. You
are not going to be told to follow a certain system or path of magic or to worship any Gods or deities.
The training I provide at www.howtolearnmagick.com is based on the theory of Chaos Magick. I have
been training for over 25+ years in the magical arts and I aspire to bring you the foundation and keys
necessary to unlock very magical ability and psychic wisdom in your daily life. Many people believe that
a simple magic spell is all they need to unlock power.
Unfortunately 99% of those people will never achieve any results with their magical intent. However
there are 1% of magicians, wizards and witches who do actively engage and harness the powers of the
Universe to attain their personal desires and wishes. I am one of these people.
I go by the name Dreaming Wizard. I am an anonymous magician and felt compelled to expose what
works and how to actually attain the status of a wizard or witch. Now I am not talking about Harry
Potter or any fictional witchcraft. I am talking about the real deal. I will show you how to harness the
powers of your thought, willpower and imagination to literally get whatever you want from your life. I
have used magic for over 25+ years. I am a Master of only myself. However I know I have many things
I can teach you. That is why I created the website www.howtolearnmagick.com
If you have not already, join my free 7-day magic training system and download my guide How To Gain
Psychic & Magick Powers Exposed by visiting this page
This free magic pdf is going to share with you my thoughts and different essays that expose magic,
problems with magic, and other related topics. If you want further training download How To Gain
Psychic & Magick Powers Exposed at this link. If you would like further training you can also sign up for
my free 7-day magical empowerment training program available at that page. Sit back and relax as I
expose some information you will need to know if you ever wish to truly achieve magical power and
psychic ability within the following report below.

The Third Element For Magical Power: The
Subconscious Mind Explained!

Welcome to another special report concluding the 3-part series on the three elements needed to make
your magic work and for transmuting your desires into physical reality. This lesson will finish the threepart series and will show you one of the most important elements that allow your magical spells and
magic rituals to work and alter reality. Never forget that you are reality itself. You are not separate and
your desired effects you wish to manifest and transmute into your life are just as real right now as they
are in the future.
You need to build a connection to your desired result with a strong empowered emotional mental
atmosphere. Charging your mental atmosphere while silencing it from random and impulsive thoughts
can help channel and send your magical spell or ritual deep into the depths of your subconscious mind.
Once your magical desire has been impregnated within the soil of your subconscious mind, it will
germinate and become implanted on the plasticity that is the fabric of the cosmos. You can change
reality and the intended effect and method of delivering your desired result lie within making a powerful
impression on your subconscious mind.
Your subconscious mind is of the same landscape that the mental world exists. Your conscious mind
feeds your subconscious mind, which is the same as the collective mind and programs your reality.
What you think about habitually in your conscious mind will be more powerful than any magical spell or
ritual you do. You need to clear the landscape of your conscious mind.
This means letting go of fear, obsessive thoughts, anxiety, thoughts about the past, living in the future,
and clearing out your mental atmosphere. What you think about it day after day impregnates itself within
your subconscious mind. Your subconscious mind is your doorway to the universe and if you fill it with
fear, anxiety, no self-discipline, no willpower, no purpose, negative self-talk, and other common
phenomena you will see what you think about the most appears in your daily life. You can use this
same thing to create desired outcomes and results in your reality using magic spells and rituals.
Your subconscious mind will accept anything that you think about and send to it. The more you
habitually think about something especially if it is charged with emotion will generally become a future
outcome or somehow influence your behavior towards those things happening. You have to have a
calm and rational mind that is still and not filled with useless chattering and wondering thinking. As an
aspiring magician, you will need a still mind. A quiet mind.
Your subconscious will bring about whatever you think because it does not know the difference
between good or bad. If you habitually think negative and fearful thoughts that is what you will generally
experience in your life. If you fill your conscious mind with powerful thoughts and discipline yourself not
to let your mind wander you will have greater mental power. Having a powerful mind is the third key to
having real effects and change in reality when using magic spells and magic realism.
In order to send a message directly to your subconscious mind as a magic spell or ritual, you will have
to stimulate your mind with intense emotion during your ritual or spell. Secondly, you must demand the
desired result and using creative visualization imagination seeing your magical desire as being fulfilled.
Once you have reached the end of your magic spell or ritual immediately banish it from your conscious
mind and never think about it again.
There are powerful techniques I have outlined in my guide How To Gain Psychic & Magick Powers
Exposed which you can read about here. Empowering your conscious mind and having a strong mental
atmosphere and being able to supercharge it with emotions with a direct command through a spell or
ritual activates your subconscious. Your subconscious mind then begins to act immediately. Your
subconscious mind is your personal gateway to the infinite universal mind. Using this technique alone
can bring about greater results.
The subconscious mind is your portal to unlimited information, creativity, inspiration, psychic
phenomenon, as well as magical power.
Learning how to use it wisely can lead you to heights you may have never thought of being available.
Real men and women have used their subconscious minds to create things and events that were
thought to be impossible yet it was done and documented. Research it if you wish to look into it. Many
mystics and religions speak of this method of magical transmutation in different terminologies but it
remains clear that your subconscious mind is the gateway to unlimited magical power.
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